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IIszvarapratyabhijñaakaarikaa  by Utpaladeva (first half of the 10th century A.D.) 

Jñaanaadhikaara 
Section I. Knowledge (firsts 4-5 verses) 

AAhnika I 

kw<icdasa* mheÒrSy daSy< jnSyaPyupkarimCDn! , 
smSt s<pTsnvaiPthetu< tT‡Tyi…}amuppadyaim . 1. 

Having somehow realised my identity with the Supreme and wishing to render service to 
humanity, I am establishing ‘Self-Recognition’ which is a means of attaining all that is of value. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey in Bhaaskari [1938] 
 
Having in some way attained the state of servant of Maheszvara and wishing to offer assistance 
also to the whole of mankind, I shall – by giving it logical justification – make possible the 
awakening of the recognition of the Lord, which brings about the achievement of all success.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella in The IIszvarapratyabhijñaakaarikaa of Utpaladeva with the Author’s Vrrtti. [1994] 
 
Je suis devenu, je ne sais comment, le serviteur du grand Seigneur. Parce que je désire aider 
aussi l’humanité, je vais rendre possible, en la justifiant, la re-connaissance de (soi comme  
étant le Seigneur). Elle est la cause qui fait obtenir toutes les perfections.  
Traduction: David Dubois à Les Stances sur la Reconnaissance du Seigneur avec leur Glose. [2005] 
 

ktRir }atir SvaTmNyaidisœe mheÒre , 
AjfaTma in;ex< va isiœ< va ivdxIt k> . 2*. 

Which sentient being can prove or disprove the Supreme Lord,  
who is essentially Omnipotent, omniscient and eternal? 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey / * repetition of the sanskrit number’s verse: 1 p. 48, and (i) p. 10 in english version. 
 
What intelligent being could ever deny or establish the cognizer and agent,  
the Self, Maheszvara, established from the beginning.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella 
 
Qui, étant doué de conscience, pourrait bien être en mesure de prouver ou réfuter  
le sujet connaissant, l’agent, notre Soi, le grand Seigneur prouvé d’emblée.  
Traduction: David Dubois  

 

ik<tu maehvzadiSmNdØÚe=Pynupli]te , 
zÆyaiv:kr[eney< ‡Tyi…}aepdZyRte . 3*. 

But the help in bringing about the recognition of Self in nothing but bringing to notice  
the power of Self, which, though known, yet is not fully realised, because its powers  
are obscured by the veil of Maayaa. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey / * verse 2 p. 57 
 
However, since He, though being directly perceived, is not discerned for what He is because  
of delusion, precisely for this reason, by bringing His powers to light, the recognition of His  
is shown. Translation: Raffaele Torella  
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Et pourtant, bien qu’il soit vu, il n’est pas identifié comme tel en vertu de l’égarement.  
C’est pourquoi on donne à voir cette reconnaissance en dévoilant ses Puissances.  
Traduction: David Dubois  

 
twa ih jf…Utana< ‡itÛa jIvdaÔya , 
}an< i≥ya c …Utana< jIvta< jIvn< mtm! . 4*. 

The being of the insentient depends entirely on the sentient;  
and (the powers of) knowledge and action are the very life of the sentient beings. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey / * verse 3 p. 61 
 
 
Indeed, the foundation of insentient realities rests on the living being;  
knowledge and action are considered the life of the living being.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella 
 
Or, en effet, les choses qui ne sont pas conscientes (par elles-mêmes) ont leur fondement dans 
les êtres vivants. Et on sait que la connaissance et l’action son la vie des êtres vivants. 
Traduction: David Dubois  

 

tÔ }an< Svt> idœ< i≥ya kayaiÔta stI , 
prEr{yupl˙yet tyaNy}anmU˝te . 5* . 

Of these (the power of) knowledge is self-established; and so also is (the power of) action. 
The latter, when associated with a particular body, is perceptible to other limited perceivers. 
From that the presence of (the power of) knowledge in others is guessed. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey / * verse 4 p. 70 
 
Knowledge is self-established; action, when it manifests itself through a body, becomes 
cognizable also by others. Thanks to it, knowledge in others can be guessed. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella 
 
Parmi (elles), on prouve par soi-même (la présence de) la connaissance.  
L’action, quand elle se manifeste à travers un corps devient en outre discernable par les autres.  
Par cela, on peut deviner la (présence de la) connaissance en autrui. 
Traduction: David Dubois  
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Tattva san4grahaadhikaara 
Section IV. Summary of the essential principles 

AAhnika I 

SvaTmEv svRjNtUnamek @v mheÒr> , 
ivZvÍpae=himdimTyo{famzRb<&iht> . 1. 

The one Highest Lord alone is the very self of all the living beings. 
He is full of unbroken consciousness “I am this entire universe”.  
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey in Bhaaskari [1938-50] 
 
The very Self of all the creatures is Maheszvara, one, whose form is all,  
full of the undivided consciousness “I – this”.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella in The IIszvarapratyabhijñaakaarikaa of Utpaladeva with the Author’s Vrrtti. [1994] 
 
C’est notre Soi, celui de tous les êtres, qui est le grand Seigneur, un, 
omniforme, plein d’une conscience indivise “Je suis (tout) cela”.  
Traduction: David Dubois à Les Stances sur la Reconnaissance du Seigneur avec leur Glose. [2005] 

 
t« Svs&Úed<…age buœ(aid ¢ahkaTmna , 
Ah<karpramzRpd< nItmnen tt! . 2. 

In the objective world, which has been created by Himself, the Lord makes Buddhi etc.  
the substratum of false self-consciousness, because they are (fit to be) the limited subjects.  
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

There, realities such as the mind etc., which are included in the sphere of the ‘this’ freely 
created [by the Lord], are caused by him to be considered as the fictitious I as being the 
perceiving subject.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Dans (cette création), l’aspect objectif créé par le Soi, (consistant en) l’intellect, etc., 
est amené par lui à être appréhendé comme « je », comme étant le sujet percevant.  
Traduction: David Dubois 

 
s SvÍpapir}anmyae=nek> pumaNmt> , 
t« s&ÚaE i≥yanNdaE …aegae d>osuoaTmk> . 3. 

The individuality of the limited individual subject is due to ignorance of the real nature of his 
true self. Such souls are admitted to be many. They have Bhoga, which is made up of pleasure 
and suffering, which are nothing but limited action and bliss; i.e. Rajas and Sattva.  
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

The individual subjects considered as being many are the fruit of the non-recognition of their 
true nature. In them action and beatitude are created, that is, the fruition characterized by 
pleasure and pain.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

On croit que les êtres sont multiples. C’est parce que chacun ne connaît pas complètement son 
essence propre. Dès lors, action et félicité (divine) sont créés comme expériences consistant en 
plaisir et souffrance.  
Traduction: David Dubois 
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SvaºÍpe;u …ave;u pTyu}aRn< i≥ya c ya, 
mayat&tIye te @v pzae> s⋲v< rjStm> . 4. 

What are spoken of as knowledge and action of the Lord in relation to the objects, which are 
identical with Him; the same, together with the third, the Maayaa, are the three Gun-as of the 
limited subject, namely, Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas.  
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

In the limited subject sattva, rajas and tamas correspond to knowledge, activity and, thirdly, 
maayaa, in the Lord – for whom things represent his own body. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Pour le sujet asservi, ce qui est sattva, rajas et tamas n’est rien d’autre que la connaissance, 
l’action et, troisièmement, Maayaa. Pour le Seigneur, les choses apparaissent comme son propre 
corps. Traduction: David Dubois 

 

…ediSwte> zi¥mt> zi¥Tv< napidZyte , 
@;a< gu[ana< kr[kayRTvpir[aimnam! . 5. 

In the course of the discussion on the practical life, which is based on diversity, Gun-as, which 
change into various means and objects, should not be mentioned as the powers of the possessor 
of them. Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

Owing to the state of differentiation, these qualities, which are transformed in the faculties and 
in the products, cannot be considered as powers inherent in a subject who is the possessor of 
them. Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

À cause de cet état de différenciation, ces qualités qui deviennent (tantôt) des causes, (tantôt) 
des effets, ne peuvent être considérées comme les puissances d’un sujet qui les possèderait. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

sƒanNd> i≥ya pTyuStd…avae=ip sa pzae> , 
÷yaTma t‘jae du>o< Zlei; s⋲vtmaemym! . 6. 

The powers of being, self-consciousness and action belong to the Lord. But the limited subject 
has both Sattva and its not-being. That which is of dual nature (of being and not-being) is Rajas, 
which is pain. It is mixture Sattva and Tamas.  
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

In the Lord there is being, beatitude, activity. In the limited subject there is that, the absence of 
that and the two together. The latter constitute rajas, which is pain and is composed of sattva 
and tamas intermixed. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Pour le Seigneur, il y a existence, félicité et action. Pour le sujet individuel, il y a cela, absence 
de cela, et les deux (mélangés). Cette (dernière qualité) est rajas, qui est souffrance constituée de 
sattva et tamas mélangés. 
Traduction: David Dubois 
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ye=PysamiykedNtapramzR…uv> ‡…ae> , 
te ivimÔa ivi…⁄aÌ twa ic«av…aisn> . 7. 

The AAbhaasas, which shine differently, as mixed up with one another, or as separate from each 
other, are (in their totality, without any internal distinction) the object of Lord’s consciousness 
(apprehension) of objectivity, which is expressed as “this”, which does not stand for any 
conventional meaning. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

Those realities which in the Lord are the object of an unconventional reflective awareness in 
terms of ‘this’, those, mixed and separated, are thus manifested in various ways. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Et, ces (qualités) qui, pour le Seigneur, sont objets d’une conscience objective (mais) non 
conventionnelle, sont ainsi manifestées diversement, (tantôt) mélangées, (tantôt) séparées. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

te tu i…⁄av…asawaR> ‡kLPya> ‡TygaTmn> , 
tƒi÷i…⁄s<}ai…> Sm&TyuT‡e]aidgaecre . 8. 

But the objects, which shine differently, are determinately grasped by the limited subject in 
terms of various signs (words) in the sphere of remembrance and imagination etc. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

On the contrary, in the individual subject, those entities that are manifested separately become 
the object of mental elaboration in the sphere of memory, imagination and so on, and have a 
variety of distinct names. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Mais, pour le sujet individuel, ces objets apparaissent séparés (de lui); ils sont fabriqués avec 
des noms multiples et variés lors de la remémoration, de l’imagination, etc. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

tSyasaxar[I s&iÚrIzs&Ú(upjIivnI , 
sE;aPy}atya sTyEvezzÆya tdaTmn> . 9. 
SvivÔaNTyupraexayaclya ‡a[Ípya , 
ivkLpi≥yya tƒ÷[RvEic»y Ípya (ic«ya) . 10. 

The uncommon creation (the world of imagination) of the limited subject depends upon the 
creation of the Lord. It is not common to all limited subjects, because the limited subject is 
ignorant of his identity with the Lord. But the creation of the limited subject, who has realised 
his oneness with the Lord, is real i.e., common to all. It is due to his determinative activity, 
which is of changing nature, because of its being permeated by variety of letters, which is 
essentially nothing more than the (activity of) Praan-a and which is impermanent. This 
(determinative activity) itself is due to the power of the Lord, the chief purpose of which 
is to obstruct rest on one’s own self. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

The creation that pertains to him is not also common [to other subjects] and is dependent on the 
creation of the Lord. It occurs in the limited subject – essentially identical to the Lord – in virtue 
of the very power or the Lord, ignored, however, as such, which aims at preventing the resting 
on the self, unstable, whose nature is vital energy, diversified in the multiplicity of the various 
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phonemes, coinciding with the activity of mental elaboration. Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

La création d’un (sujet individuel), qui est identique au (Seigneur), n’est pas non plus commune 
(aux autres sujets individuels). Elle est animée par la création du Seigneur. (Cette création a 
lieu) par la puissance du Seigneur. Celle-ci n’est, cependant, pas connue (entièrement).  
Elle empêche le repos en soi-même. Elle est instable, faite de sensation interne,  
diversifiée en une multitude de phonèmes variés qui est activité constructrice. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

saxar[ae=Nywa cEz> sgR> SpÚav…asnat! , 
ivkLphanenEka¢!(at! ≥me[eZvrtapdm! . 11. 

The creation is of two kinds: one is common and the other is uncommon.  
Both are clearly manifest. By giving up the determinative activity and concentrating  
(on “I am this”) gradually the state of IIszvara is reached. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

The creation of the Lord may be common or not common to all subjects, manifesting itself  
[in both cases] in all clarity. With the suppression of the mental constructs, resulting from 
concentration on a single point, the plane of the Lord is gradually reached. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

La création du Seigneur, qu’elle soit commune ou non, apparaît clairement.  
Par l’anéantissement des constructions mentales résultant de la concentration  
(on atteint) progressivement le domaine du Seigneur. Traduction: David Dubois 

 

svaeR mmay< iv…v #Tyev< pirjant> , 
ivZvaTmnae ivkLpana< ‡sre=ip mhezta . 12. 

He, who has realised his identity with the universe and knows that all that is manifest is simply 
his glory, is the Highest Lord even when the determinate cognitions are still arising. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

He who, having all as his essence, thus knows: « All this multiform deployment is mine »,  
he, even in the flow of mental constructs, attains the state of Mahesza. Translation: Raffaele Torella  

 

Pour qui est identique à tout, pour qui sait parfaitement que « Tout se manifeste à partir de 
moi », il y a totale souveraineté, même lorsque se répandent les constructions mentales. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

mey< saxar[< mu¥> SvaTma…eden mNyte , 
mheZvrae ywa bœ> punrTyNt…edvt! . 13. 

The liberated, looks upon the common object of perception as one with himself,  
as does the Great Lord; but the bound sees it as altogether different from himself. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

The liberated soul looks at the ‘common’ cognizable reality as being undifferentiated from 
himself, like Maheszvara; the bound soul, on the contrary, looks at it as absolutely differentiated. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Le délivré considère la réalité connaissable commune (à tous) comme identique à son Soi,  
tout comme le grand Seigneur. Par contre, l’être asservi la considère comme radicalement 
différente (de lui-même).  Traduction: David Dubois 
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svRwa TvNtralInanNtt⋲vaE"in…Rr> , 
izv> icdanNd"n> prma]riv¢h> . 14. 

SZiva is ever full of the mass of the endless Tattvas, which rest in or have their being in Him. 
He is pure consciousness and bliss. He is perfectly changeless. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

But when he is completely full of the infinite series of principles dissolved in him, he is SZiva, 
solely consciousness and bliss, having as his body the supreme syllable. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

En revanche, (quand le sujet) est parfaitement plein du flot des catégories infinies dissoutes en 
(lui), il est SZiva, masse de félicité et de conscience, incarné dans le corps suprême indestructible. 
Traduction: David Dubois 
 

@vmaTmanmetSy sMyG}ani≥ye twa , 
janNyweiPstaNpZy√anait c kraeit c . 15. 

Thus, fully knowing the Self and its powers of knowledge and action, and realising  
the powers to be non-different from the self, he knows and does all that he desires. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

Thus seeing the true reality of what is his own self and the knowledge and action  
that pertain to him, he knows and creates objects as he wishes. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Ainsi, voyant parfaitement le Soi et ses (Puissances) de connaissance et d’action,  
il connaît et il fait les objets selon son désir. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

#it ‡kiqtae mya su"q @; magaeR nvae mhaguÈi…ÈCyteSm izvdØiÚzaÙe ywa, 
td« indxTpd< …uvnktR&tamaTmnae iv…aVy izvtamyIminzmaivziNsœ(it . 16. 

Thus, this new easy path has been shown by me, exactly as it was given in the SZiva Drrswtti SZaastra, 
written by the teacher. Therefore, a person, putting his feet on this, after realising himself to be 
the Creator of the Universe, becomes Siddha, when he enters into unbroken identity with the 
state of SZiva. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

Thus this new, easy path has been explained by me as the great master expounded it in the 
SZivadrrswtti. Thus he who, putting his feet on it, brings to light in the self the nature of creator  
of the universe whose essence is the nature of SZiva, and is uninterruptedly absorbed in it,  
attains perfection. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Ainsi, j’ai expliqué cette voie nouvelle et aisée, comme elle fut expliquée par le grand maître 
dans le traité de La Vision de SZiva. Dès lors, celui qui recourt à cet (enseignement),  
élucidant le fait que le Soi est le créateur des mondes, c’est-à-dire SZiva, étant jour  
et nuit absorbé (en cette compréhension), atteint la perfection. 
Traduction: David Dubois 
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tEStErPyupyaictEÈpntStNVya> iSwtae=PyiNtke kaNtae laeksman @vmpir}atae n rNtu< ywa , 
laekSyE; twanvei]tgu[> SvaTmaip ivZveZvrae nEval< injvE…vay tidy< tT‡Tyi…}aeidta . 17. 

Just as an object of love, who has been brought to the presence of a slim lady by her various 
entreaties, cannot give her any pleasure, though he may stand before her, so long as he is not 
recognised and, therefore, not distinguished from common man; so the Self of all, which is the 
Lord of the world, cannot manifest its true glory so long as its essential nature is not recognised. 
Hence the means of its recognition has been dealt with. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

Just like the beloved, who after much insistence finally stands in the presence of the maid in 
love, though he is there before her he does not give her any pleasure until she recognizes who  
he is – as he seems just like other men until that moment – , so for mankind the self, who is yet 
the Lord of the world, cannot manifest his own glory until his qualities have been brought to 
light. For this reason the doctrine of the recognition of the Lord has here been expounded.  
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

De même que le bien-aimé qui, grâce à des tentatives répétées, finit par se trouver auprès de la 
fille amoureuse, ne (la) satisfait pas parce qu’elle ne l’a pas reconnu comme tel dans la mesure 
ou il ressemble au commun, de même, pour les gens, ce Seigneur universel n’est pas en mesure 
de manifester sa gloire innée, bien qu’il soit notre Soi, car ses qualités ne sont pas examinées. 
C’est pourquoi cette Reconnaissance du Seigneur fut composée. 
Traduction: David Dubois 

 

jnSyayTnisœ(wRmudyakrsUnuna , 
$Òr‡Tyi…}eymuTplenaeppaidta . 18. 

In order that common man may have the transcendental power without much effort,  
Utpala, the son of Udaya akara, has written this IIszvara Pratyabhijñaa. 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey  
 

In order that the ordinary man too can attain perfection effortlessly, Utpala, son  
of Udaya akara, has explained with argumentations this recognition of the Lord. 
Translation: Raffaele Torella  
 

Cette Reconnaissance du Seigneur a été établie rationnellement par Utpaladeva,  
fils d’Udayaakara, pour que les gens puissent atteindre sans effort la perfection. 
Traduction: David Dubois 
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IIszvarapratyabhijñaavimarszini  by Abhinavagupta (last half of the 10th century A.D.) 

Benedictory verse-s at the beginning of each chapter 
Translation: Dr. Kanti Chanda Pandey in Bhaaskari [1938-50] 

Jñaanaadhikaara · Section I. Knowledge 

 
AAhnika I 

 
inra…asaTpU[aRdhimit pura …asyit yd! i÷zaoamazaSte tdnu c iv…'!¥u injklam! , 
 
SvÍpaduNme;‡sr[inme;iSwitju;s! td÷Et< vNde prmizvzÆ(aTm iniolm! . 1. 
 
I bow to that Absolute, which is unity of Paramasziva and SZakti; the Unity,  
which from its ultimate state, first of all manifest the Pure Ego ‘I’ and then, through its will, 
divides its power into two; the Ultimate State, which, being without any manifestation,  
is self-contained and is responsible for Creation and Dissolution through the play and 
suspension respectively of its Power. 

AAhnika II 

 
pUvRp]tya yen ivÒma…aSy …edt> , 
 
A…edaeƒrp]aNt< nIyte t< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva who, having manifested the diversity of the universe  
as the prima facie view, leads it up to unity, the real view. 

AAhnika III 

 

ivna yen n ik<icTSyaTsmSta Aip dØÚy> , 
 
AnStimts<baexSvÍp< t< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, without whom no experience is possible and  
who is essentially ever-shining and unaffected Consciousness. 

AAhnika IV 

 
pdawRr∆inkr< inj˘Ã√pui√tm! , 
 
¢WnNt< Sm&itsU«aNt> s<tTyEv Stum> izvm! . 1 . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who strings in a regular order the multitude of gems, the objects,  
which lie heaped up in the treasury of His heart, on the string of remembrance. 

AAhnika V 

 

mhaguhaNtinRmR∂…avjat‡kazk> , 
 
}anzi¥‡dIpen y> sda t< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who always illumines by his power of knowledge, the lamp,  
the multiplicity of objects, which lies merged within Himself, the great cave. 
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AAhnika VI 

 
SvaTma…ed"naN…ava<Stdpaehnqªt> , 
 
iDNdNy> SveCDya ic«Ípk´ƒ< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who, because of his free will, creates variety of forms,  
by separately manifesting the objects, which in the state of identity with Him Self  
are like one solid mass, by means of His power of differentiation, which is like a chisel. p. 86 

AAhnika VII 

 

AnNtzi¥r∆ana< ydejaÔys<Ôyat! , 
 
ivic«ciN‘kaeëass<isiœSt< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, because of resting on whom, as the only place to rest,  
the innumerable powers, produce various effects, just as gems do the variegated light. p. 98 

AAhnika VIII 

 
Svs<vedns<isœVyvharvzen y> , 
 
inTy< mheZvr> isœ> isœana< t< Stum> izvm! . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who is always self-manifest as great Lord to those who have realised  
the Ultimate through practical life, which is undisputed, because it is a matter of personal 
experience. p. 111 

 
 
Kriyaadhikaara · Section II. Action 

 
AAhnika I 

 

ivttivzdSvaTmadzRe Svzi¥rsaeJJvla< ‡kqyit yae mat&Sva<z‡…eytq÷ye , 
 
bhutr…v—ºI…Uim i≥yasirt< pra< ‡kqytu n> ÔImaNgaErIpit> s \t< prm! . 1 . 
 
May the glorious husband of Gauri, – who manifests the full river of the power of action,  

which is the basis of countless waves (of times etc.), between two banks,  
the individual subjects and objects, through his Free Will, on the extended  
and clear mirror of his own self, – reveal to us the highest truth. 
 
We bow to that SZiva, resting on whom the power of action, the darling,  

is able to show wonderful sportive movements of different kinds.  

AAhnika II 

 

ivraexmivraex< c SveCDyEvaeppadyn! , 
 
…eda…edaE c yae mN«t⋲vivƒ< Stum> izvm! . 1. 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who, through His own free will, creates contradiction and harmony  
and unity and diversity and who experiences self-consciousness in its true nature. 
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AAhnika III 

 
‡ma[ain ‡maveze Svbla≥m[≥mat! , 
 
ySy v¥+avlaekIin ‡meye t< Stum> izvm! . 1. 
 
We bow to that SZiva, on whom the means of right knowledge depend,  
through dependence on the power of self, in producing the knowledge of the object. 

AAhnika IV 

 

…avana…asyn! ktaR inmRle SvaTmdpR[e , 
 
kayRkar[…av< c yiÌ«< t< Stm> izvm! . 1 . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who, manifesting the objects and different types of causal relation  
on His clear mirror-like self, shines as the creator. 

 

AAgamaadhikaara · Section III. Revelation 

AAhnika I 

 
y< ‡aPy svaRgmisNxus'!"> pU[RTvm_yeit k´tawRta< c , 
 
t< naEMyh< za<…vt⋲vicNtar∆aE"sar< prmagmaiBxm! . 1 . 
 
I bow to that all-surpassing ocean of the AAgama, the most important thing in which is  
the mass of jewels in the form of ideas about the supreme category of the SZaiva system,  
and after reaching which the group of all the rivers of the others AAgamas  
attains perfection and realises its end. 
 
We bow to that SZiva, within whom shines the group of the categories,  
beginning well with the glorious Sadaasziva and ending with the earth. 

AAhnika II 

 

Aoi{ftSv…avae=ip ivic«a< mat&kLpnam! , 
 
Sv˘Nm{flc≥e y> ‡wyeƒ< Stum> izvm! . 1 . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who, in the circle of his heart (mind), determinately manifests  
variety of limited subjects, though still He retains His essential nature intact. 

 

Tattva San 4graadhikaara · Section IV. Summary of the essential principles 

AAhnika I 

 
AnNtmanmeyaidvEic»ya…edzailnm! , 
 
AaTman< y> ‡wyte …¥ana< t< Stum> izvm! . 1 . 
 
We bow to that SZiva, who manifests the self of devotees as one  
with innumerable variety of the means and the objects of knowledge. 
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Glossary of Technical Terms according to Abhinavagupta’s commentaries 

AiolaTmna ‘akhilaatmanaa’: “in its entirety” p.44  
 
AXyvsa ‘adhyavasaa’: the determinacy p.84 
 
Anu…v ‘anubhava’: direct perception p.102 
 
Anuman ‘anumaana’: the knowledge derived from inference is the knowledge of an object (AAbha asa) from that of which 
it (the inferred), is an effect; or of which it forms the essential nature. The relation of one thing with the other as cause 
and effect and the relation of identity (Taadaatmya) of two things have to be acknowledged to be dependent upon the 
Niyati szakti of the Lord. Therefore, the inference operates within the limit of that time or place within which the 
invariable concomitance is well known. p.144-5 
 
AnuVyvsay ‘anuvyavasaaya’: reaction p.131 / Dicc. OP: [anu+vyavasaaya] m. SZaas. consciencia de una percepción 
 
AnusNxan ‘anusandhaana’: the determinate will p.62  
Dicc. OP: [anu+sam_dhaana] n. investigación, observación; rememoración continuada. Plan, esquema 
 
ANtR ‘antar’: means near p. 116 
 
ANtmRuo ‘antarmukha’: introvert p. 38 
 
ANyaeNyaZry ‘anyonyaaszraya’: logical fallacy p.15 
Dicc. OP: falacia en la que se utilizan dos argumentos interdependientes; se demuestra A mediante B y B mediante A. 
 
Apve* ‘apavedya’: without object p.212 
 
AprTv ‘aparatva’: means imperfection i.e. dependence on others, “this-consciousness” p.194 
 
ApU[ROyait ‘apuurn-akhyaati’: erroneous cognition; not shining of the object in a perfect form as it should, (up to the time 
of ascertainment) p.157 / Dicc. OP: [a+puarn-a] adj. que no está lleno, incompleto, deficiente, falto de + [khyaa+ti] Fil. 
percepción; visión; conocimiento; conocimiento supremo, visión suprema; conocimiento erróneo. 
 
Apaehnzi¥ ‘apohanaszakti’: the power of differentiation, the power which is responsible for manifestation of one thing 
as distinct from the res p.38 
 
Abaixta ‘abaadhitaa’: uncontradicted p.157 
 
Ai…lap ‘abhilaapa’: the nature of speech p.82 / Dicc. OP: [abhi+laapa] m. declaración, expresión 
 
Ai…TtaE ‘abhittau’: on ‘no-wall’ (without the multitude of material causes) p. 174 
 
AwR ‘artha’: what has been objectively manifested as separate from the universal Self-luminous principle p.53 
 
AwRi≥ya ‘arthakriyaa’: the functional efficacy p.156 
 
Avyivn! ‘avayavin’: whole, union of parts and their extendedness over space p.133 
 
Avlaekn ‘avalokana’: means “knowing”, “conceiving”. These words are synonymous with Vidyaa. The purity, i.e. 
correctness of knowledge consists in its following the true nature of the thing. The purity of Vidyaa lies in the fact  
that it remains uncontradicted. p.194 
 
Avsa ‘avasaa’: means determinate knowledge p.51 
 
Avsatir ‘avasaatari’: means in the free introvert basis of self-consciousness, which is essentially self-luminous p. 51 
 
Aivyu¥ ‘aviyukta’: perfect freedom p.205 
 
Aisœ ‘asiddha’: non-existent p.47 
 
AiStTv ‘astitva’: the being p.14 
 
Ahªar ‘ahan4kaara: (one kind of internal sense) the egoistic feeling (graahakaabhimaana) in relation to an object p.200 
 
Ahm! ‘aham’: Resting of the light of consciousness on itself alone, i.e. consciousness, as activity (Vimarsza) 
characterised by resting on self-consciousness perfectly independent of all others p.193 
 
Aagm ‘aagama’: is the inner (Antaran4ga i.e. the essential or natural – Svabhaavatayaa sthita) activity (Vyaapaara) of the 
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Lord, who is essentially nothing else than pure consciousness (Cit). For, it is nothing but the inner voice or speech 
(Paara) (i.e. it is spontaneous thought of one who rises to the transcendental level of complete de-individualisation, 
which he express when he descends to the empirical level. It springs from never changing pure “I” Bh. II, 84-5). It is 
the very life of other means of knowledge, such as direct perception. Therefore, whatever is said in the AAgama, that is 
undoubtedly so. (…) … AAgama, in reality, is nothing more than the strongest determinate thought of the completely 
de-individualised self. p.145 / AAgama in its essence is simply the ‘determinate thought’ (Vimarsza) of the Highest 
Lord, who is unlimited pure light  (of knowledge). Nothing is, therefore, beyond its view. p.189 
 
Aaidisœe ‘aadisiddhe’: means ‘of the unlimited light p.12 
 
AanNd ‘aananda’: rest on the pure Cit; that state is pure unity, characterised by rest on the Self, which is nothing more 
than spontaneous natural self-consciousness (Sammvitsvabha ava). p.228 
 
Aa…as ‘aabhaasa’: means light of the object facing the subject p.20 / (in plural) the objective ideas p.62 
 
Aam&zn! ‘aamrrszan’: cognising p.44 
 
Aasa* ‘aasaadya’: ‘aa’ means ‘from all sides’ i.e. ‘completely’, and ‘saadayitvaa’ (saadya) means ‘having made it fully fit 
for realisation’ by one’s own self p.4 
 
#dNta ‘idantaa’: objectivity p.41 
 
#dm! ‘idam’: the consciousness, which is dependent upon another; (this consciousness) rests on that which is simply 
self-luminous and is perfectly independent of others. p193 
 
$Zvr ‘IIszvara’: He, who is possessed of power on freedom in respect of knowledge and action p.164 
 
%Nmuo ‘unmukha’: naturally inclined p. 141 
 
%Nme; ‘unmeswa’: opening up, which consists in the external manifestation, is IIszvara Tattva p.192 
 
%ppadyaim ‘upapaadayaami’: the root with prefix (upapad-upapatti) means potential existence p.9 
 
@eZvyR ‘aiszvarya’: lordliness p.15 / independence of others or omnipotence p.73 
 
ktRir ‘kartari’ and }atir ‘jñaatari’: the words in the text means the same thing as “the one who is perfectly free in all 
actions, and is omnipotent” p.11 
 
kt&Rzi¥ ‘kartrrszakti’: the powers of agent p. 135 
 
kiLpte ‘kalpite’: imagined p.91 
 
kevlm! ‘kevalam’: is that nothing new is done, nor what was really non-manifest is made manifest p.163 
Dicc. OP: kévala adj. solo, aislado; solitario. Puro, no mezclado; simple, único, indivisible. Absoluto, incondicionado; 
completo. Ind. (-am) solamente, simplemente; completamente, absolutamente, plenamente. 
 
¢ahk ‘graahaka’: means “limited subject”, who belongs to the sphere of Maayaa and, therefore, is of impure self-
luminosity p.53 
 
ict! ‘cit’: the pure consciousness p.145 
 
icit ‘citi’: the root “citi” in “cetayati” (which we find when we split up the word ‘Cetana’ as Cetayati iti cetanahh) 
means the act of consciousness which has self-reference, characterised by self-experience, as its essential nature p.73 
 
icTt⋲v ‘cittattva’: ‘Principle of consciousness’, that which is of the nature of pure light p.90 
 
icNmyTv ‘cinmayatva’: of the nature of consciousness p.14 
 
ic÷pu> ‘cidvapuhh’: sentient in its nature p.38 
 
cEtNy ‘caitanya’: ‘sentiency’, stands for any word, which means the essential characteristic (of self) p.71 / sentiency 
has been prominently represented to be the most essential nature of Sam_vid, which is the substratum of the mass of 
innumerable qualities p.72 
 
jf ‘jadda’: insentient p.13 
 
jnSy ‘janasya’: means ‘of whatever that is born’ p.5 
 
jagr ‘jaagara’: wherein the objects are perceived by external senses in common with others, and there is the 
uncontradicted continuity of consciousness of their true existence; and, therefore there is persistency in the objects; 
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such a creation in relation to the limited subject is technically called jaagara. And a subject perceiving such a creation, 
is said to be in the wakeful state. p.214 
 
jatu ‘jaatu’: sometimes i.e. only under certain conditions p.106 
 
jIv ‘jiva’: the limited sentient being p.13 
 
jIvtam! ‘jivataam’: the sentient subjects p.16 
 
}at& ‘jñaatrr’: knower p. 111 
 
}atey ‘jñaateya’: the state of relations (jñaati) p.100 
 
}an ‘jñaana’: cognitions p.20 / light of consciousness p.61 / true knowledge, which is the most essential characteristic 
of liberation, (entering into the Reality) consists in the equal predominance of both “consciousness” (Boddha) and 
“freedom”. Is z. Pr. A Agamaadhikara AAh. II, 12 p.209 / predominance of free-consciousness is called ‘knowledge’ p.210 
 
tTpda ‘tatpadaa’: is an attributive compound. It means: the object of remembrance, the remembered, is the same as that 
of the direct experience p.23 
 
tadaTMy ‘taadaatmya’: the relation of identity p. 144 
 
tadaTMya…av ‘taadaatmyaabhaava’: non-existence of a thing as identical with that wherein it is said to be non-existing e.g. 
“the ground (Bhuutala) is not jar” p.105 
 
itraex ‘tirodhaana’: “obscuration” p.196 
 
tuiryaitt ‘turiyaatita’: that state, in which the principle of free-consciousness or self-consciousness, because the 
instruction of a teacher or any other similar reason, shines, in its full freedom, emerging as it were out of the objective 
SZuunya etc., and  there is full consciousness of the presence of qualities of omnipresence and eternality etc. within, – is 
called ‘beyond the fourth’. p.209 
 
turIy ‘turiya’: that state, – in which all, from SZuunya to body etc., are converted (into self) by self-consciousness, which 
has the consciousness of  possession of omnipotence and eternality etc., as a metal is (converted into gold) by the 
alchemical process, – is called the “fourth” state.  In this body etc. give up as if it were their objective nature. Both 
(turiyaatita and turiya) these states of liberation in the very life time, are known as “Samaavesza” in the SZaastras. In all 
these, well entering (into reality) is the only important thing. p.209 
 
dzRnm! ‘darszanam’: means indeterminate experience p.51 
 
daSy ‘daasya’: means a state of the ‘devotee’ to whom the Lord gives all that is desired p.4 
 
dØk! ‘drrk’: means ‘cognition’ (experience) p.33 
 
dØÚta ‘drrswttataa’: the quality of the object to become manifest p.49 
 
÷([uk ‘dvyan_uka’: binary substance p.64 
 
nnu ‘nanu’: objection p.20 
 
n… ‘nabha’: ether p.91 
 
inme; ‘nimeswa’: closing up, which consists in the internal manifestation, is Sadaasziva p.192 
 
pit ‘pati’: the subject when he looks upon the objects as non-different from himself p.203 
 
prm! ‘param’: means “of a different nature” p.20 
 
prmizv ‘paramasziva’: the Absolute p.13 
 
prta ‘parataa’: means perfection i.e. independence of others, the I-consciousness p.194 
 
pramzR ‘paraamarsza’: means the point of rest (in the thought-process), and that is nothing else than self-consciousness 
p.79 / will in the form of desire to do p.186 
 
prm! SpNdnm! ‘param spandanam’: the initial Creative stir, the beginning of the manifestation of the innumerable 
variety of objects p.10 
 
pzu ‘paszu’: the limited subject, when (the objects) are manifested as separate from him by Maayaa and he is defiled by 
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troubles (Klesza) and Karmans etc. p.203 
 
puÈ; ‘puruswa’: is essentially nothing more than the ignorance of being perfect in reality. In reality there is no bondage. 
But only when He (the Lord), because of His all-transcending power of freedom, manifests Himself as limited, then 
He is not conscious of His perfection, though it is there even in that state. This is the reason why He is called Puruswa. 
It is because of the limitedness through association with different bodies, vital airs and Buddhis, that Puruswas are 
many. p. 220 / in his essential nature, is nothing more than the limited sentiency, and it is not his essential nature to 
make the objects shine p.221-2 
 
p&wÆv ‘prrthaktva’: separateness or diversity p.150 
 
‡kLPy ‘prakalpya’: determinately grasped p.224 
 
‡kaaz ‘prakaasza’: the light of consciousness p.14 / consciousness – power of knowledge p.221 
 
‡kaazÍpta ‘prakaaszaruupataa’: the light of consciousness p.118 
 
‡it…as ‘pratibhaasa’: means the light of consciousness inclined towards a configuration of AAbhaasas, which rest on  
a common substratum, and the determinative activity, which finds expression, not in a word (but in the sentence); 
because all these AAbhaasas necessarily rest on one. p.150 
 
‡Ty]}an ‘pratyakswajñaana’: the direct perception p.36 
 
‡TyvmzR ‘pratyavamarsza’: self-consciousness p.73, 88 / determinate consciousness and consists in using certain fixed 
word for the thing perceived p.81 
 
‡xan ‘pradhaana’: evolving and assuming the forms, beginning with Mahat and ending with earth, appears in the form 
of a chain of innumerable creations and destructions. (…) … action is nothing but a fixed series of forms, (in which a 
thing appears), which (forms) being different from one another, do not shine simultaneously. And because such is the 
essential nature of action, therefore, as Pradhaana, being characterised by a particular kind of action, cannot be simply 
represented to be the cause, so it has to be spoken of as “causal agent”. p.183 / one category which is nothing but the 
state of identity of all Meyas (objects). It is the Primary cause of all. p.199 
 
‡ma[ ‘pramaan_a’: the means of right knowledge, which the chief characteristic is its power to produce the determinate 
knowledge p.142 
 
‡mata ‘pramaataa’: a subject p.48 
 
‡mat& ‘pramaatrr’: the state of pure subject p.203 
 
‡mey ‘prameya’: is established to be characterised by diversity and unity. The unity in diversity of the object, is 
beyond all doubt, because it rests on one subject. p.160 / ‘vastu’ ‘Tattva’ and ‘Prameya are synonymous terms p.159 
Dicc. OP: SZaas. adj. demostrable; cognoscible. n. objeto demostrable, lo que ha de ser demostrado; objeto de 
conocimiento. 
 
‡meyt⋲v ‘prameyatattva’: objectivity p.224 
 
‡a[ ‘praan_a’: means the ‘being’ (Sthiti) of the sentient principle (Cidruupa) as Praan_a and AApana, the characteristic of 
life. It is essentially nothing more than the universal motion (‘Saamaanyaparispanda’ as admitted by the Spanda 
system). It brings sentiency to the insentient body etc. When because of “freedom” (Svaatantrya) self is superimposed 
on it, it is determinately apprehended as “I”. This very ‘being’ of Cit, manifesting itself in the particular forms of 
movement such as those of vital air (Praan_a) etc., assumes five different forms. p.216 / the principle of life p.217 
 
…aiNt ‘bhaanti’: shine p.47 
 
i…⁄e ‘bhinne’: ‘In the differentiated’, ‘in the body’ p.90 
 
…uiœ ‘bhuddhi’: (one king of internal sense) To know determinately when it confronts an object, is the general 
function of the Buddhi p.200 
 
…aeg ‘bhoga’: is nothing else than the (limited) action and bliss. Limited action is suffering, because Rajogun -a, which 
is nothing but a mixture of knowledge and ignorance and is characterised by motion, is pain. Sattva, which is 
essentially light of knowledge, is pleasure. Tamas is complete ignorance. It is the rest between the two. It is like 
Pralaya. p.221 
 
…aex ‘bhodha’: the light of consciousness p.59, 63, 194 / the essence of which is the Self-consciousness, free from 
dependence on any other, – is the essence of all the objects, which are correctly conceived as “this”; because they 
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have assumed the state of being the objects of knowledge. p.194   
 
mns! ‘manas: (one king of internal sense) manas is the cause of desire (San4kalpa) etc. p.200 
 
ml ‘mala’: “the loss of power of knowledge to freedom” p.210 
 
mhasTta ‘mahaasattaa’: the transcendental being, the great goddess, called the life of the universe. p.75 
 
maya ‘maayaa’: is the Lord’s power, which is  responsible for the consciousness “I this” which is the ultimate reality of 
Sadaasziva and IIszvara, which are characterised by the consciousness of separate objectivity as resting on the self. 
consciousness. In these two states the consciousness of Prakaasza and Vimarsza, as the essential nature of the self, still 
persists. These three powers (Prakaasza, Vimarsza and Maayaa) are recognised to be natural i.e. not-created, in the Lord. 
But when there is the ignorance of the essential nature of the self and cognition and action refer to objects, which are 
(recognised to be) separate (from the self) and there is consciousness of the separate objects as devoid of both Prakaasza 
and Vimarsza, then arise Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, which are characterised bay pleasure, pain and absence of both 
(Moha) and the functions of which are knowledge, action and restriction (Niyama) respectively. p.221 
 
imit ‘miti’: cognition p. 140 / the fruit of Pramaan_a p. 141 / Dicc. OP: SZaas. conocimiento, percepción válida 
 
mUtR ‘muurta’: definitive dimension, i.e. the atoms, constituting a binary p.64 
 
mUitR vEic»y ‘muarti vaicitrya’: variety of manifestations of bodies, ‘muurti’ means the body of the object and vaicitrya 
means variety p. 122 
 
mey ‘meya’: the object p.199  
 
mae] ‘mokswa’: is nothing but self-realisation, which is nothing but the realisation of ParamaSZiva, which follows from 
one’s identifying one’s self with that what is free from determinacy, through giving up of all Vikalpas. p.227 / The 
liberated considers himself identical with the self-consciousness “I”, which is the prompter (Adhiswtthaatrr) of all 
subjects right from Sadaasziva and IIszvara down to worm. p.228 
 
yaeijka ‘yojikaa’: the unification of means of knowledge, or ‘Yukti’ on the analogy of unification of sweet-smelling 
things p.154 
 
Èic ‘ruci’: free will, unrestrained by any purpose; it arises independently of any purpose, because the mind is 
essentially restless p.148 
 
ÍpZle; ‘ruupaszleswa’: formal relation p.134 
 
l][ ‘lakswan-a’: consist  of limitations of time, space and form p.20 
 
vgRs! ‘vargas’: group of letters, which are essentially different powers (deities), called Braahmi etc. p.226 
 
ivkLp ‘vikalpa’: determinacy p.87 
 
ivkLp}anm! ‘vikalpajñaanam’: determinate knowledge p. 42 
 
iv}an ‘vijñaana’: the nature of light of consciousness, is in reality nothing else than “Light” itself p.60 / the 
consciousness p.185 
 
ivmzR ‘vimarsza’: the power of action p.17, which is essentially freedom, and which has its being in Prakaasza p.118 / 
the mental reaction, which is nothing but determinative cognitive activity p.67 / freedom – the power of action p.221 
 
ivraex ‘virodha’: contrariness p.103 
 
iv;y‡kaz ‘viswayaprakaasza’: the light that illumines the objects, which is itself spoken of as light of consciousness 
p.117 
 
vEtTy ‘vaitatya’: extendedness p. 133 
 
Vyitreka…av ‘vyatirekaabhaava’: non-existence, which denies separate possible existence of a thing at a particular time 
and place e.g. “Here on this ground there is no jar” p.105 
 
Vyapar ‘vyaapaara’: activity p.145 
 
VyvSwapna ‘vyavasthaapanaa’: right knowledge(?) p.35. / the determinate illumination (of the  objects) p.66  
Dicc. OP: [vi+avasthaapana] n. el hecho de sostener/ SZaas. establecimiento, demostración. 
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s<ivd! ‘sammvid’: consciousness which the essential nature is Freedom p.11 / the self; the self-luminous principle p.36 / 
the universal consciousness p.65, 72 / Aham, the principle of self-consciousness p.197 
 
s<ivt! S)ur[ ‘sammvit sphuran_a’: the slight stir in the light of consciousness p.124 
 
s<vedna<ze ‘sammvedanaammsze’: the subjective aspect p.162 
 
sk´t! ‘sakrrt’: simultaneous p.100 
 
sªLp ‘san4kalpa’: desire p.200  
Dicc. OP: propósito (mental), resolución, intención, determinación, voluntad; deseo, anhelo. Fil. concepto, idea, noción  
 
sªaecpur>sr ‘san4kocapurahhsara’: self-concretisation which preceded the creation of objective world p.220 
 
sƒa ‘sattaa’: being of a thing p. 137 
 
si÷*a ‘sadvidyaa’: the state of resting of both the I-consciousness and the this-consciousness on one substratum p.192 
 
sman ‘samaana’: In the states of both, waking and dream, the principle of life (Praan-a) manifests itself primarily in 
inhaling and exhaling. In the state of deep sleep it (Praan-a) is called Samaana, the most essential feature of which is the 
rest (of Pra an-a for a while in the cavity of the heart i.e. the non-manifestation of Praan-a in the form of inhaling and 
exhaling). As such Samaana is comparable to the time, technically called Viswuvat (equinoctial time). In the state of 
Turiya, it moves up through mid-passage (Suswumn-aa). As such it is called Uda ana. Isz. Pr. A Agamaadhikaara, AAh. II, 19-20 
p. 215-6 / The suspension of activity of Praan-a and AApana, the rest for a while, is the characteristic of Samaana p.217 
 
smvay ‘samavaaya’: relation of inherence p.63 / inference p. 133 
 
smvetm! ‘samavetam’: means not separate p.51 
 
smavez ‘samaavesza’: The merging, characterised not only by the predominance of free-consciousness (Kartrrtaa) and 
consequent reduction of SZuunya etc. to subordinate position; but also by the equal prominence of another aspect of Cit, 
the “pure consciousness” (Boddha), which was before obscured by Maayaa. For, the Mala, “the loss of power of 
knowledge to freedom” has now ceased to function. And such predominance of free-consciousness is called 
‘knowledge’ (jñaana), because of its being the opposite of the impurity, called ignorance. This is the chief 
characteristic feature of Samaavesza; because, on account of this, a subject, though associated with body, is yet Lord. 
Accordingly in the SZaastras such a subject is called liberated (Mukta). p.210 / a subject, who practices Samaavesza, 
becomes capable of knowing and doing all that he desires, while he is still associated with the body. p.228-9 
 
samanaixkr{ya ‘saamaanaadhikarn-ya’: In the configuration of AAbha asas, there has to be admitted some AAbhaasa as the 
chief among them, which may be considered to be the substratum of all others. This would be their common abode. 
The so called  “saamaanaadhikarn-ya” is nothing else than the connection of these AAbhaasas with this common substratum. 
p.150 / Dicc. OP: n. Gram. correferencialidad, concordancia; el hecho de referirse o de residir en el mismo objeto o de 
tener un mismo substrato. Adhikarn-a [adhi+karan-a] n. SZaas. substrato; referencia; Gram. locativo, concordancia. 
 
samaNytaedØÚe ‘saamaanyatodrrswtte’: generic perception p.67 
 
samaNypirSpNd ‘saamaanyaparispanda’: the universal motion p.216 
 
samaNyÍpTv ‘saamaanyaruupatva’: universality p.150 
 
sarm! ‘saaram’: substance i.e. that which is the most important aspect of Sammvid (the power of free consciousness) p.75 
 
isœ ‘siddha’: directly perceived and, therefore, there is no necessity of inferring it p.177 
 
saE;uPt ‘sauswupta’: the state of subject in deep sleep; deep sleep consists primarily in the rest of the principle of life 
(Praan-a) in between the two movements in the Hrrdayasadana, the place in the heart, the spatial point which is 
beyond the reach of senses. p.217 
 
SpNd ‘spanda’: a stir, technically called “vimarsza”, the power of action p.16 / the transcendental motion p.74 
 
S)ur[ ‘sphuran-a’: (Sanskrit synonym for which is ‘Spandana’) self-consciousness or the seeming vibration p.74 
 
S)urTta ‘sphurattaa’: the imperceptible eternal stir p.74 
 
Sv ‘sva’: means not applicable to others, i.e., self-confined p.20 
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SvaTmin ‘svaatmani’: means ‘in his own unchanging nature’ p.12 
 
SvatN»y ‘svaatantrya’: the power of freedom p.38 / unobstructed freedom in creating that which in the sphere of Maayaa  
seems extremely difficult p.77 
 
Sv…avhetu ‘svabhaavahetu’: the essential nature as a reason p.176 
 
Svl][ ‘svalakswan-a’: extremely self-confined p.20 / a configuration of AAbhaasas p.147 
 
SvErI ‘svairi’: free p.41 
 
ihTva ‘hitvaa’: ‘Giving up’, that though it is still there yet having thrown into the background through the influence of 
Maayaa p.90 
 
˘dy ‘hrrdaya’: means main stay or resting place; the heart, the resting place of all is Mantra, which in its essence, is 
nothing but free-consciousness, which also is simply the power of the transcendental speech (paraa vaak). p.75-76 
 
˘dysdn ‘hrrdayasadana’: the place in heart, the spatial point which is beyond the reacho of senses p.217 


